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Natural Alchemy
GROWN

Chic Talk

GRL MOBILE

Inspired by nature’s complex power and delicate structure, Grown has
developed an organic range of luxurious skin care. Their philosophy? Beautiful
healthy skin comes from a profound understanding of nature’s power. Every
ingredient is derived directly from nature… grown, not manufactured. An
insightful knowledge of human biology and natural alchemy has enabled
the GROWN team to expertly combine these ingredients. The result? A
harmonious, pure range of skin care that achieves amazing results.

Evoke all your fashion sensors with the gorgeous MOTO U9 in Rose Bloom. This compact
mobile phone is seamless, lightweight and curvaceously chic. With a metallic gloss finish and
range of high-tech options, this new offering from Motorola and GRL Mobile is the perfect
fusion of style and function. Designed especially for the jet-set fashionista, the MOTO U9 is a
seriously stylish way to stay connected.

www.grown.net.au
1300 047 696

www.grlmobile.com

Revenge of the Nerds
ADAM WORE SHORT PANTS

Summer of Love

Adam Wore Short Pants designer Kathryn Prior
has been gaining steady attention for her selfprofessed dorky kind of cool. Her new Spring
Summer 2008/09 collection, ‘Colour Me
Sideways’ features quirky cuts, look-twice details
and a relaxed happy-go-lucky charm. After
showing in the New Generation Parade at RAFW,
Adam Wore Short Pants is all set to prove that
looking like a geek has never been cooler.

OSCAR CALVO

The Oscar Calvo man is equally at home at the beach or on the dance floor.
He indulges himself with a multifunctional, never-ending party wardrobe
incorporating a playful fusion of styles. With ultra-modern styling combined
with a few retro touches, the Oscar Calvo label is an inner city favourite for its
unconventional styling and carefree attitude. Exciting and innovative, this new brand
of beach-chic is leading the charge for the upcoming summer of bold colour and
attention-grabbing detailing.
www.oscarcalvo.net
03 9410 0243

0418 901 993

Transit Lounge

Jungle Fever

Carry your beauty essentials wherever you go with the chic and portable travel
container range from Travelpac. Be it a quick interstate visit or overseas sojourn,
Travelpac makes it easy to keep your favourite cosmetic products with you
wherever you go. Each Travelpac set features a clear zip lock plastic pouch
containing a selection of reusable plastic bottles and jars. Finished with brushed
or polished silver, the style-savvy range is a perfect fit for your sportsbag,
briefcase or handbag.

Cult footwear brand 1827 has released its long awaited Series 2 collection.
Entitled ‘Jungle’, the new range celebrates all things wild and animalistic.
Inspired by the vitality and complexity of the jungle habitat, the collection
features an array of transposed wildlife images. Created using a high-tech
fusion of photography and textile development, 1827 are exploring a whole
new arena of shoe design. Currently basking in the glow of the international
limelight, this label has been seen on the feet of Jamie Oliver and style icon
Justin Timberlake.

TRAVELPAC

1827

www.travelpac.com.au
www.1827.com.au
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Hangin’ Tough
NANA JUDY

New Australian menswear label Nana Judy is causing a commotion with its range of
sleek, edgy urbanwear for men. Skinny jeans, check shirts and slouchy jackets populate
the range as well as a bold selection of prints, plaids and tweeds. With a range of runway
shows hosted in some of the hottest clubs in the city, Nana Judy has fast become the
favourite of nightlife-loving handsome young things looking for the perfect outfit for their
nocturnal escapades.
www.nanajudy.com.au
0423 736 444

Bolivian Kiss
AGWA

One of the liqueur world’s best-kept secrets, Agwa comes to us from Bolivia via
Amsterdam. Distilled from Coca leaves and mixed with a hit of Ginseng and
Guarana, Agwa is best tried with a wedge of lime and a deep, deep breath. Coca
leaves have traditionally been chewed by South American Indians to help them
mountain climb in high altitudes. These same herbal properties produce the
natural ‘buzz’ that comes from drinking Agwa. Whether you have it chilled, straight
up or in a cocktail, Agwa is the drink being ordered in the hottest bars and clubs
throughout the city.
www.agwa.com.au

Where’s the Party?
MARTINA LUCINDA

The self-titled collection from former dancer Martina Lucinda embodies the grace
and movement of dancers in full flight. Emphasising luxury fabrics and super-feminine
detailing, Lucinda reworks the party dress with a strong dash of European flair.
Incorporating a generous helping of bows, frills and laser detailing, Martina Lucinda
serves up a frothy concoction of marshmallow inspired party dresses guaranteed to
satisfy your inner sweet tooth.
0409 540 930
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MODERN GLAMOUR
JASONGRECH

The name JASONGRECH is synonymous
with refined elegance, chic modernity and
unparalleled service. Jason Grech and business
partner Harry Georgiou began collaborating
in 2003 and have since built a stellar reputation
among the fashion savvy for showcasing
bold colours, intricate details and sublime
fabrications. Proudly Melbourne based, the
label’s unique and exquisite garments are
designed and produced on local shores.
With numerous awards, JASONGRECH has
emerged as a show-stopping label at the most
prestigious racing and red carpet events. A
firm favorite among celebrities such as Natalie
Bassingthwaighte, Dannii Minogue and Sonia
Kruger, JASONGRECH is designed for brave
women who command effortless attention.
Winners of Melbourne’s Lord Mayor's Innovation
Award for the most unique business in the CBD,
the creative duo are constantly striving to push
creative boundaries. Recent expansion has seen
the label open the doors to an impressive ‘style
office’ in North Melbourne. The new design
space fuses the workshop with
an ambient arena for VIP clients to discuss
their wardrobe and styling needs in an intimate
setting. Personalised service reigns supreme at
JASONGRECH.
Part of a unique Art Deco laneway in the
heart of Melbourne’s fashion precinct,
the flagship JASONGRECH store offers a
refined and exclusive shopping experience,
perfectly complementing the boutique label.
JASONGRECH is moving on a fast train winning
acclaim for a visionary aesthetic and innate
understanding of modern glamour.
www.jasongrech.com
12 Howey Place,
Melbourne, Victoria 3000
03 9662 4055
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After the Rain
Based in Melbourne, SULU has burst onto the scene with a glamorous, must-have
range. The collection is flirty, flowing and has just the right amount of feminine
sophistication. Inspired by the lighter-than-air movements of dancing ballerinas, the
SULU attitude is graceful, yet carefree. With a summer palette of melon, lemon and
mint, as well as a vibrant mix of tropical prints, pleats and ruffles, SULU is all about
sultry summer afternoons and sizzling nights out on the town.
www.sulu.net.au
03 9417 7816

Strange Games
DONNA SGRO

Australian designer Donna Sgro presents ‘Strange
Games’… a heady, vibrant collection inspired by
technology, the future, and graphic design. Her
unique future-sportive range features bold colours
and video game inspired prints. With references
to pop culture, cinematography and the fine
arts, Sgro’s collection is inventive yet completely
wearable. The future has arrived.
www.donnasgro.com

Photography: Marco Palmero, Styling: Peter Sereno, Hair and Make Up: Lorelie tagalog, Direction: Carla Purugganan

SULU

Feminine Fusion
A New Craving
GANACHE

Fusing high-end designer fashion with first-class service and an indulgent interior, Ganache is set to become
the ultimate destination for the fashionista with a taste for royal treatment. With a handpicked selection of
designers such as Alex Perry, Josh Goot, Aurelio Costarella and Yeojin Bae, Ganache showcases a luxurious
selection of romantic pieces featured in delicate fabrics and feminine lines. The opulent interior, featuring crystal
chandeliers and gold-framed mirrors, is the perfect setting for luxury shopping in style.
81 Bay Street,
Port Melbourne, Victoria 3207
03 9681 7007
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WHITE KITTEN

Watching the luxurious swathes of precious
fabrics move on the White Kitten runway you
could be forgiven for thinking you were in
another, more hedonistic era… say New York,
circa the heady days of Studio 54.
With her ‘light as a feather’ tailoring and
ultramodern silhouettes, designer Pia Gladys
Perey is defining a new, modern femininity. Each
garment from her limited edition range effortlessly
combines high fashion principles with ready-towear attitude.

Perey, who trained with Collette Dinnigan before
launching her own luxury label, has mastered the
art of graceful draping. Fusing Grecian elegance
with 80s diva glamour the designs exude red
carpet appeal. A pared back palette of lilac, cream
and mustard is anchored by a decent dose of
metallic oomph.
An understanding of what goes beneath the
surface of beautiful clothes has led White Kitten
to luxury lingerie label Femina. Together, the
two labels have designed a complementary
range of outerwear and underwear that oozes
sleek, sinuous elegance. Unveiling their range
during this year’s Rosemount Sydney Fashion

Festival, the collaborative duo held their
fashionista audience captivated.
Svelte and cleverly tailored, the current evolution
of White Kitten is the work of a designer coming
up fast on the fashion radar.
www.whitekitten.com.au
02 9954 5120
words EVITA PUCCIO
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Top Secrets

Yves Saint Laurent Beaute
The latest miracle product to come from the cosmetics laboratories of YSL is the Top Secrets Flash
Radiance Skincare Brush. Inspired by the soft, flawless complexion of the world’s most unforgettable
supermodels, this beauty innovation is designed to perfect and revitalise the complexion.
Comprising of a brush applicator and a fresh, melting pearly cream, the Flash Radiance Skincare
Brush produces an instant glow, tightened pores and creates spectacular softness … all in a flash!

Walk this way…
SHOOBITS

Shoobits presents a chic and sophisticated new
range of shoe clips that allow you to dramatically
transform your favorite pair of plain heels into
something fabulous.

02 9965 9700

Shoobits was conceived in the name of celebrating
personal style and satisfying our endless need
for modifying fashion. From classic leather bows
and printed fabrics to opulent rhinestone studs
and beads, the unique clips slide on quickly and
securely, instantly revamping pre-loved heels.

THE ITALIAN JOB
DUCALE COFFEE

Ducale Coffee is the product of an inspired team of Australian and Italian
coffee connoisseurs. Built on a vision to create a locally roasted, high
quality, true Italian coffee, the journey began with the import of an entire
roasting and packaging plant, representing the latest technology from
Italy. After familiarising themselves with Australian coffee culture, expert
Italian roasters created a range of unique, well balanced blends using
only the highest quality green beans sourced from countries throughout
the world. Discover our favorite blends… Nobile, Armonioso and Furioso.

Shoe clips were first seen in the 40s during World
War Two. As leather factories were turned into
military production houses, fashion took a back
seat to manufacturing war supplies and reinventing
your look for less became vital. Shoobits has
revisited this era with an injection of modern
edge, providing endless possibilities to suit work,
evening, bridal and any special occasion.
Turn every shoe into something special… whether
it is elegant & chic, soft & sexy, glamorous or just
stylish casual, Shoobits has your style covered.

www.ducalecoffee.com.au
www.shoobits.com.au
words CRESSIDA CULLITY

Sheer Pleasure
PLATINUMBARE

Get back to basics with the effortlessly chic PlatinumBare range. Smooth, silky and
barely there, the new collection from PlatinumBare is perfect for a flawless, natural
finish. The new range comes in a variety of styles including toeless, shaper and bare,
and a selection of shades to flatter all skin tones. With Summer's shorter than short
skirts on the rise, a great pair of legs is this season’s must have accessory.
1800 252 681
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Mineral Midas
COLORES

Mineral makeup is the new watchword in the cosmetics industry. The appeal? Natural,
hypo-allergenic ingredients that are compatible with the most sensitive skin types.
This colour-wonderful makeup is so good for your skin, you can sleep in it. Using a
variety of crushed minerals extracted from the earth’s surface, Colores cosmetics are
versatile, safe and glide onto the skin with effortless ease. The loose mineral powders
are free of synthetics and other irritants, allowing you to achieve a perfect, flawless
finish without the risk of skin flare-ups.
www.colores.com.au
08 8271 4060

Style Source
THINGS OF DESIRE

With a client base stretching from Perth to Brisbane, Things of Desire has
carved a niche for itself as the luxury boutique of choice for a variety of highflying clientele. Sourcing the best collections from Italy, Berlin, France and
Australia, Things of Desire takes pride in empowering women with the best
style choices from around the world. Together with its little sister store, Wings
of Desire, the Things of Desire boutiques have become celebrated Canberra
style institutions.
www.todesire.com.au
02 6260 8844

Work It
LELUU

Easy Rider
PEPE JEANS

Pepe Jeans London is back. This iconic denim brand was born
in 1973 when three brothers started selling their jeans from a
market stall on the chic Portobello Road in West London. In 1985
Pepe’s first commercial featured a then unknown band called
The Smiths. Henceforth, a fashion legend was born. Ever since,
Pepe Jeans has been setting trends and continues to work with
emerging models and world-renowned photographers. Kate
Moss, Donavan Leitch, Sienna Miller and the newly assigned
Daria Werbowy are just a few of the modern style icons featured
in a series of new uber-cool advertising campaigns.
www.pepejeans.com
03 9645 3955
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Finally, a women’s active-wear label that
looks fantastic and feels great. Designer
Lizzie Burns has created a seamless fusion
of fashion and sport. This is active-wear
reinvented. Leluu combines high performance
athletic wear with a combination of versatile
mix-and-match lifestyle separates.
With over ten years of workout wear design
experience, Burns designed for major labels such
as Converse and Adidas before embarking on her
own collection of active wear with a strong fashion
focus. Committed to creating a clothing line that
is simple yet unique in its detailing, fabrication
and quality, Burns has all the active-wear bases
covered. Going to the gym is a pleasure when you
look as good as this.

Leluu offers more than just workout wear with
flair. It promises good design for women’s bodies.
Flattering, supportive yet fashion-conscious,
Leluu’s high-tech fabrications are durable and
sports friendly. Along with her range for gym, yoga
and running, Burns also incorporates a lifestyle
range that combines the comfort of active-wear
with casual glamour.
For Burns, creating a range that makes women
feel good about themselves is of paramount
importance. The Leluu woman according to Burns?
She’s positive, healthy, confident, active and aware.
www.leluu.com.au
words EVITA PUCCIO
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